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Low frequency variability of Southern Ocean jets
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[1] Both observations and high resolution numerical models show that the Southern
Ocean circumpolar flow is concentrated in a large number (approximately 8 to 12) of
narrow filamentary jets. It is shown here that coherent jets exhibit a range of low frequency
variability, on timescales of months to years, that can lead to displacement and to
intermittent formation and dissipation of jets. Using output from an eddy‐resolving ocean
general circulation model in local regions near topographic features, the impact of
energy exchange between eddy and mean flow components on jet persistence and
variability is examined. A novel approach that uses a time‐dependent definition of the
mean flow provides a clearer picture of eddy‐mean flow interactions in regions with
spatially and temporally varying flow structure. The dynamics are largely consistent with
those in idealized quasi‐geostrophic models, including topographically‐organized and
surface‐enhanced Reynolds stress forcing of the mean flow. Jets form during periods of
enhanced eddy activity, but may persist long after the eddy activity has decayed.
Similarly, jets may evolve in a downstream sense, with jet formation localized near
topography and undergoing modification in response to changing bathymetry. The
evolution of both temperature and potential vorticity is used to show that the low‐frequency
variability of the jets impacts water mass structure and tracer transport. This study
highlights various examples of Southern Ocean dynamics that will prove difficult to capture
through parameterizations in coarser climate models.
Citation: Thompson, A. F., and K. J. Richards (2011), Low frequency variability of Southern Ocean jets, J. Geophys. Res., 116,
C09022, doi:10.1029/2010JC006749.

1. Introduction
[2] The circulation of the Southern Ocean differs significantly from basin circulations in the Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian Oceans. The geography of the southern hemisphere
permits a strong circumpolar flow, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), which has many similarities with
zonally‐symmetric flows in planetary atmospheres [Rintoul
et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2007; Thompson, 2008]. One
of the most striking aspects of the circulation in large
planetary atmospheres, as well as the Southern Ocean, is the
organization of the flow into strong narrow bands known as
jets. Jets impact the transport and dispersion of heat, chemicals and, in the ocean, biomass [Kamenkovich et al.,
2009; Marshall et al., 2006]. Jets typically act as barriers
to (cross‐jet) transport [Marshall et al., 2006], but few jets
are absolute barriers and have been termed “leaky” [Esler,
2008; Naveira‐Garabato et al., 2011] when weak trans-
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port occurs. Baroclinic jets also tend to be sites of eddy
generation and thus may, in certain locations, enhance
mixing [Bower et al., 1985]. Theories relating transport to
local mean flow strength and eddy kinetic energy levels
[e.g., Ferrari and Nikurashin, 2010] are still being explored.
[3] Important differences exist between oceanic and
atmospheric jets. The difference in scale of the first baroclinic
deformation radius causes the horizontal length scale of
ocean jets to be considerably smaller than their atmospheric
counterparts. This permits a more complex and intricate
structure in the ocean [e.g., Hallberg and Gnanadesikan,
2006; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2007]. Furthermore, the Southern Ocean is particularly sensitive to topographic features
that provide the primary source of momentum dissipation
through topographic form stress [Munk and Palmén, 1951;
Olbers et al., 2004]. Topography also induces flow instability and generates internal waves that can enhance diabatic
processes through breaking. A unifying feature of atmospheric and oceanic jets is that jet persistence, or lack thereof,
is governed largely by the interaction of the mean flow with
eddying motion [Hughes and Ash, 2001].
[4] Traditionally, fronts in the ACC have been identified
using water mass properties based on analysis of latitude‐
depth sections of temperature and salinity [Orsi et al., 1995;
Belkin and Gordon, 1996]. This approach led to a view of the
ACC being composed of three or four quasi‐steady, circumpolar fronts. In the last decade, a more dynamic picture
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of the ACC has developed. As opposed to a small number of
circumpolar, steady fronts, the ACC is now seen as being
comprised of an intricate web of rivulet jets, with jets typically identified by velocity extrema (or gradients in sea
surface height) rather than water mass gradients. This alternative picture of the ACC has principally arisen from analysis of satellite altimetry data, most notably Hughes and Ash
[2001] and Sokolov and Rintoul [2007, 2009] as well as
eddy‐resolving ocean general circulation models [Hallberg
and Gnanadesikan, 2006]. The major features of the fine
frontal structure of the ACC are:
[5] 1. Rivulet jets have a narrower spacing than traditional
hydrographic fronts. Sokolov and Rintoul [2007, 2009] suggest that ten to twelve distinct fronts or jets may be crossed in
a meridional section spanning the ACC. A characteristic
length scale describing the local jet spacing is generally
evident, (e.g., Sinha and Richards’ [1999] calculation of a
Rhines scale), however the jet spacing is not uniform across
the ACC. In certain cases, jets may be separated by as little as
1 degree of latitude.
[6] 2. Sokolov and Rintoul [2002] suggest multiple jets
represent branches of the primary fronts. However, these
branches are observed to spontaneously form and dissipate,
merge and split, and migrate to different latitudes. Small‐
scale jets are difficult to track circumpolarly, although they
are often consistently located at particular sites due to the
influence of topographic features [Thompson et al., 2010;
Lu and Speer, 2010].
[7] 3. The role of eddies in sustaining or sharpening jets
may vary along the path of the ACC. In zonally‐symmetric
domains, horizontal mixing by eddies typically acts to
enhance the mean flow through convergence of eastward
momentum. Within the Southern Ocean, however, eddies
are observed to both enhance and dissipate jets [Hughes and
Ash, 2001; Wilson and Williams, 2006]. In fact, Williams
et al. [2007] have suggested that eddies have life cycles
that describe the process of jet formation and growth followed by jet decay along the path of the ACC, similar to
storm tracks in the atmosphere.
[8] Despite improvements in Southern Ocean observational
and modeling capabilities, the dynamics, e.g. eddy‐mean flow
interactions, that relate the formation of small‐scale jets to
long‐term water mass boundaries remain unclear. Many of
the jet characteristics described above have now been verified
in eddy‐resolving ocean general circulation models (OGCMs)
(see the review by Ivchenko et al. [2008]), although all
OGCMs have shown that increasing spatial resolution leads
to more intricate jet structure. The high spatial and temporal
resolution of OGCMs, along with broad horizontal and vertical coverage, is crucial as it has become increasingly
apparent that a complete description of jet behavior in the
ACC must account for local inhomogeneities, of which
topographic features make a major contribution.
[9] While the present study falls short of a comprehensive
description of jet dynamics, it does address dynamical
mechanisms that give rise to unsteady jet behavior in the
Southern Ocean as well as the impact this variability has on
water mass structure (measured here by changes in temperature and potential vorticity distributions). A specific
focus is the importance of topography in inducing the low
frequency variability. Examples of topographically‐induced
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jet variability have been explored in the context of two‐ and
three‐layer quasi‐geostrophic (QG) simulations [Hogg and
Blundell, 2006; Thompson, 2010]. However, many of the
assumptions required in the QG formulation are invalid in
the Southern Ocean; in particular, the height of topographic
features is often the same order of magnitude as the ocean
depth. The primitive equation model used here includes a
more realistic representation of the bathymetry and remains
valid for both tall and steep obstacles. Thus a key aim of this
study is to determine whether the dynamics observed in the
QG simulations remain active in the more realistic flows.
[10] A brief review of topography‐jet interactions found in
QG models is provided in section 2. Details of the numerical
model and the diagnostics used in this study are given in
section 3. Section 4 describes the jet‐topography interactions
active in these realistic flows and in section 5 the implications of jet variability on mixing is considered by analyzing
time series of temperature and isopycnal potential vorticity.
A summary and discussion follow in section 6.

2. Jets and Topography: Eddy‐Mean Flow
Interactions
[11] The most basic ingredient for jet formation is a large‐
scale gradient of potential vorticity (PV) that supports
Rossby waves and produces a preference for flow perpendicular to the gradient through PV conservation. In the ocean
topographic slopes make a significant and often dominant
contribution to the PV gradients, especially in the ACC, such
that topography can act to steer the mean flow [Marshall,
1995]. Topographic steering can impact stability characteristics and feed back on eddy‐mean flow interactions [Spall,
2000], which may in turn modify the effectiveness of the
mean flow, or jet, as a transport barrier. In this section we
briefly review two mechanisms by which topography influences jet structure and transport; Thompson [2010] provides
further details.
2.1. Drifting Jets
[12] Jet formation and persistence in stratified flows can be
described as a balance between eddy generation through
baroclinic instability and a convergence of eastward
momentum at the jet cores that results from eddy‐induced PV
mixing on the jet flanks [Panetta, 1993; Lee, 1997; Vallis,
2006]. The convergence of eastward momentum arises
through a transfer between eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and
mean kinetic energy (MKE) components due to Reynolds
stress correlations (see section 3). When topography contributes to the PV gradient, the magnitude and orientation of
the PV gradient will vary spatially. Under certain conditions,
specifically if the length scale of the topography is comparable to the length scale of the jet spacing, the jet may
experience an asymmetry in mean‐flow forcing by Reynolds
stresses (Thompson [2010] illustrates a simple example with a
zonal ridge). In QG simulations this asymmetry leads to a
meridional drift of the jet core across the mean PV gradient
with jets moving toward regions of weaker PV gradient. The
displaced jet decays as it enters a weak PV gradient region,
and a new jets forms in the vacated region. This process and
the sense of the drift is described schematically in Figure 1
left.
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Figure 1. (left) Schematic showing how local topographic modifications to the potential vorticity (PV)
gradient can produce asymmetric jet forcing that leads to jet drift across the mean PV gradient as
described in section 2.1. (right) Schematic of oscillatory jet behavior arising from interaction between
topography and a baroclinically unstable flow as described in section 2.2.
2.2. Steered‐Zonal Oscillations
[13] Topographic steering, through alteration of the
strength and orientation of the mean flow, may also feed back
on eddy generation through baroclinic instability. Arbitrarily
weak meridional shear is susceptible to linear instability
[Pedlosky, 1987; Walker and Pedlosky, 2002], and equilibrated eddy energy levels can be 100 to 1000 times larger in
baroclinic turbulence generated by a mean flow with a
meridional component [Arbic and Flierl, 2004; Smith, 2007].
Since jet spacing is related to EKE levels through the Rhines
scale,
‘R 

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ue = ;

ð1Þ

where Ue is an eddy velocity and b is the barotropic large‐
scale PV gradient (see Sinha and Richards [1999] for application in a Southern Ocean model), topography may also
impact flow structure beyond simple steering arguments.
[14] When the Rhines scale and the topographic scale are
comparable, a flow regime can develop that is characterized
by continuous oscillations between topographically‐steered
and zonally‐symmetric states [Hogg and Blundell, 2006;
Thompson, 2010]. The transition between these states is
accompanied by a complete reorganization of the jet structure. The process that leads to these oscillations is described
in the schematic in Figure 1 right. The critical behavior is the
enhanced generation of EKE in the topographically‐steered
flow state due to meridional deflection of the mean flow. As
the stronger eddies mix over the local signature of the
topography, steering is reduced. In this “zonal” state, the
energy of the system decays until steering becomes important
again.

3. OFES Model and Diagnostics
[15] To explore the interaction between jets and topography in a more realistic context, we examine output from the
Ocean General Circulation Model for the Earth Simulator
(OFES). OFES is based on the Modular Ocean Model version 3 (MOM3) developed at GFDL, while parallelization
for the Earth Simulator allows decadal integrations of the

global ocean circulation in an eddying regime [Masumoto
et al., 2004]. OFES has a horizontal resolution of 0.1
degree and has 54 vertical layers of variable depth. The
magnitude and scales of variability of the velocity and sea
surface height gradient fields in OFES are consistent with
those shown in other high resolution ocean models [Hallberg
and Gnanadesikan, 2006; McClean et al., 2008; Mazloff
et al., 2010] as well as altimetry data [Sokolov and Rintoul,
2007]. As the model solves a dynamically consistent set of
equations relevant to the Southern Ocean, we regard the
model as a useful surrogate for the real ocean. Besides
improving on the horizontal resolution available from satellite data, output from OFES also allows examination of the
vertical jet structure, which is a fundamental limitation of
altimetry. Analysis covers a period of 8 years from 1990
through 1997 following a 50 year spin up with climatological
forcing. We focus on the Indian and Pacific sectors of the
ACC shown in Figure 2. Our analysis is confined to a set of
local regions that include a variety of topographic
features.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
[16] Figure 3 shows a snapshot of speed ( u2 þ v2 ) from
the OFES model at a depth of 250 m. The white boxes
indicate regions that are discussed in greater detail in the
following section; the zonally‐averaged topography for each
box is given in Figure 3 (bottom). A key aspect of this study
is the identification of eddy‐mean flow interactions that lead
to low frequency variations in coherent jets. These interactions vary both spatially and temporally, and averaging over
too large a space or timescale will smooth out details of the
dynamics. In order to capture the low frequency variations,
the temporal “mean” flow u(x, t) is determined by taking the
Fourier transform of the velocity time series and discarding
contributions from frequencies greater than wcut = 0.070 ≈ 2p/
90 days−1. The eddy velocities are then defined by u′ (x, t) =
u−u. Sensitivity studies have shown that the results in
section 4 are not qualitatively dependent on the choice of wcut
if the corresponding period Tcut = 2p/wcut is between two and
six months.
[17] Following previous work on eddy‐mean flow interactions in the ACC [Hughes and Ash, 2001; Williams et al.,
2007; Lenn et al., 2011], we consider the role of Reynolds
stresses on setting jet structure. The focus here is on the
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Figure 2. (a) Bathymetry of the Indian and Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean. Colors indicate ocean
depth in meters; land is colored black. The labeled white boxes refer to domains discussed in section 4.
(b) Time‐averaged mean kinetic energy (m2 s−2) at 250 m depth, calculated from eight years of OFES
data (see section 3). Mean velocities are determined by using a low‐pass filter with a three month cut‐off.
(c) Time averaged eddy kinetic energy (m2 s−2) calculated from OFES data. Eddy velocities are the
difference between the total velocity and mean velocity described above. Land is indicated by gray in
Figures 2b and 2c.
transfer of energy between eddy and mean components,
which involves the correlation between the mean flow and
Reynolds stresses. This diagnostic is selected as it is consistent with the flow’s efficient organization of the eddy
field into coherent zonal structures and it provides a good
example of the advantages of allowing for a temporally
varying mean flow. The patterns that develop (i.e. the spatially and temporally varying jet behavior) are typically

consistent with patterns seen in the Reynolds stress forcing
of the mean flow.
[18] Our derivation below focuses on the horizontal forces
generated from horizontal velocities. A typical approach
adopted in studies of atmospheric jets is to consider depth‐
averaged velocities, in which the vertical component of the
momentum flux is zero. Due to the equivalent barotropic
structure of the ACC, which is well reproduced in the
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Figure 3. (top) Snapshot of current speed (log10 m s−1) at 250 m depth from the OFES model. The
labeled white boxes refer to domains discussed in section 4. (bottom) The zonally averaged bathymetry (taken from Smith and Sandwell [1997]) in these regions. Box D is divided into three sub‐boxes each
spanning 5 degrees of longitude.
model, the spatial patterns of the eddy‐mean flow interactions is largely independent of depth (see further discussion
in section 4). Since forcing of the mean flow by Reynold
stresses is surface intensified, we focus primarily on
velocities at a depth of 250 m.
[19] For nearly two‐dimensional motion (w ≈ 0), horizontal momentum in the primitive equation model evolves
according to
^u¼
ut þ u  ru þ f k

rp
þ F;
0

ð2Þ

where u is the horizontal velocity vector, f is the Coriolis
frequency, p is pressure, r0 is a reference density and F
represents frictional terms. Taking a time average over the
fast timescale associated with the high frequency variations,
indicated by an overbar, (2) becomes
^u¼
uT þ u  ru þ f k

rp
þ F  u′  ru′;
0

ð3Þ

where uT indicates that the mean flow is evolving on the
slow timescale T > Tcut. The final term represents the
familiar eddy‐induced acceleration of the mean flow due to
Reynolds stress correlations. Assuming the flow is two‐
dimensional such that u′x + v′y ≈ 0, the Reynolds stress term
can be written as [Hughes and Ash, 2001]

1 
^  u′′;
M  u′  ru′ ¼  r u′u′ þ v′v′  k
2

ð4Þ

where z′ is the vertical vorticity component v′x − u′y and u′′ is
the eddy vorticity flux. A full discussion of this choice of
decomposition is provided by Hughes and Ash [2001], but
briefly, the first term on the right hand side of (4), the total
EKE, may be subsumed in a modified pressure (e.g. a change
in sea surface height), while the remaining component
^  u′′
N  k

ð5Þ

describes acceleration of the mean flow solely due to eddy
fluxes. This decomposition also highlights the relationship
between zonal momentum forcing and meridional vorticity
fluxes. (The vectors M and N are not to be confused with the
components of the anisotropic parts of the eddy velocity
correlation tensor M, N [Hoskins et al., 1983]. We also note
that eddy forcing of the mean flow, as described by N, may
be distributed between acceleration of the mean flow and the
generation of an ageostrophic circulation through the Coriolis torque term.)
[20] The evolution equations for the mean and eddy
energy components are then formed by multiplying (2) by u
and u′ respectively and averaging in time. The MKE budget,
keeping the notation from above, becomes
 

 
 2
@ u2
u
p u′u′ v′v′
þ
 F þ R:
¼ r  u
r u
þ
@t 2
0
2
2
2
ð6Þ

Terms on the right hand side represent advection of MKE by
the mean flow, work by the mean (modified) pressure flux
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Figure 4. Time series of mean kinetic energy (bold line), the zonal component of mean kinetic energy
(dashed line) and eddy kinetic energy (thin line) in two neighboring regions of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current at a depth of 250 m. Definitions of mean and eddy energies are given in section 3. (a) Span of the
region 160°W to 155°W and 65°S to 50°S; (b) span of the region 145°W to 140°W and 65°S to 50°S.
(or energy transfer between MKE and potential energy),
horizontal and vertical viscous dissipation, F , and kinetic
energy conversion between eddy and mean components,




R ¼ u  N ¼ u v′v′x  v′u′y þ v u′u′y  u′v′x :

ð7Þ

Transfer of kinetic energy from eddy to mean components
occurs where R is positive. Note that for a zonally symmetric flow v ¼ v′vx ′ = 0, and (7) reduces to the familiar
form Rzonal = −u (u′v′)y. We calculate the full value of R
given in (7), but the quantities shown in section 4 include a
further zonal average.
[21] Important insight can also be gained from looking at
the eddy forcing of the mean flow. This is most clearly
analyzed by considering the divergence of the eddy vorticity
flux,
Z  k  r  M ¼ k  r  N ¼ r  u′′:

ð8Þ

This diagnostic removes rotational components and represents a curl applied to the mean momentum [Williams et al.,
2007]. The extra derivative in (8) makes it a more challenging quantity to diagnose than R due to the application
of a time‐dependent mean flow. We provide a comparison
of patterns in R and Z in section 4.1.
[22] Diagnosis of the full Eliassen‐Palm flux remains
beyond the scope of the present paper. It is well known that
buoyancy fluxes play a key role in setting the residual
overturning across the ACC [Marshall and Radko, 2003]. In
fact the PV flux is largely controlled by the buoyancy flux if
the eddy length scale is larger than the deformation radius
(assuming v′ ∼ b′/N, where b and N are the buoyancy and
buoyancy frequency respectively [Vallis, 2006]). The focus
on horizontal momentum fluxes reflects evidence that jets
tend to be locally maintained by upgradient momentum
fluxes [McIntyre, 1970; Dritschel and McIntyre, 2008;
Thompson and Young, 2007]. Documenting the spatial and
temporal variability of the ACC’s jets is the aim of this
study; further questions of how these features impact the

larger‐scale overturning would need to consider buoyancy
fluxes.
[23] In section 5 we consider the relationship between jet
variability and water mass distributions using both temperature and PV. Since PV is conserved along isopycnals in the
ocean interior (neglecting diabatic processes), we construct
time series of PV on isopycnal surfaces. Data from OFES is
provided on 54 levels; PV, q, is first calculated on each level
using
q¼

ð f þ  Þ @2
;
0
@z

ð9Þ

where s2 is potential density referenced to 2000 m. Once q
is calculated at all depths, the values are linearly interpolated
onto selected s2 surfaces.

4. Southern Ocean Jets in an Eddying OGCM
[24] The ACC exhibits significant longitudinal variability
in both flow structure and statistical properties, such as
EKE, e.g., Gille [1997] and Figure 2. Figure 4 shows time
series of energy levels averaged over 65°S and 50°S and
155–160°W (Figure 4a) and 140–145°W (Figure 4b). EKE
is nearly an order of magnitude greater in the downstream
region (Figure 4b) and the ratio of EKE to MKE is larger
here. The frequency of variability also differs: MKE variability in the upstream region (Figure 4a) is dominated by
low frequency modes with periods of a year or longer, while
downstream MKE (Figure 4b) has a broader spectral peak
with significant contributions from all frequencies nearly
down to wcut. These spatial differences can be attributed
largely to the topographic structure in the ACC [Lu and
Speer, 2010]. In Figure 4, topography in the upstream
region is characterized by a gentle sloping bottom, whereas
the downstream region contains sharp bathymetric gradients
and transitions associated with the Eltanin and Udintsev
Fracture Zones in the Pacific‐Antarctic Ridge. Thus,
topography influences not only EKE amplitudes, but also
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Figure 5. (a) Time‐latitude plot of the zonally averaged zonal component of the mean velocity (m s−1)
at a depth of 250 m for the region labeled box A in Figure 3: 130°E to 140°E and 55°S to 47°S. The dashed
lines indicate the meridional drift of the jet cores with time. A latitude‐depth section along the dotted line is
shown in Figure 7. (b) Temporally and zonally averaged profile of the zonal component of mean velocity in
box A (blue curve) and a time average of this zonal velocity centered on the dashed line and spanning four
degrees of latitude (black curve). (c) Time‐latitude plot of the zonally averaged R (× 10−8 m2 s−3) defined
in (7) for the box A region. (d) Time and zonal mean profile of R (red curve) and a time average along the
dotted lines, as above (black curve).
the dominant modes of variability, suggesting that different
dynamical processes may be active in different regions.
[25] In this section four regions of the ACC are considered. Region selection is, in part, motivated by comparison
with dynamics in the QG simulations (section 2); in particular, the moderately sloped ridge in box A has a length
scale comparable to the periodic ridges of Thompson [2010].
These regions do not exhibit a complete set of mechanisms
that lead to jet variability in the Southern Ocean, but they do
highlight a unifying characteristic of these structures: spatially and temporally localized forcing, often due to topography, followed by a downstream flow evolution. This is
evident through the change in flow structure between boxes
B and C as well as through the flow transition across box D.
4.1. Box A
[26] Box A covers the region 130°E to 140°E and 55°S to
47°S and is found downstream of Kerguelen Island. The
topography of this region is dominated by a single ridge (the
Southeast Indian Ridge) with a zonal orientation (Figure 2a).
This region is often populated by a number of coherent
eddies (Figure 3), but the zonal component of the mean flow
is predominant over the meridional component (u  v).
[27] Figure 5a shows a time series of the zonally‐averaged
zonal component of the mean velocity in box A at a depth
of 250 m over a period of eight years. The zonal component

of the mean flow is almost always positive (eastward)
throughout the time series, except for a few occurrences
where westward flow separates two bands of strong eastward flow. Coherent bands, or jets, are evident. Throughout
the time series, these jets undergo a slow northward displacement. This displacement, or drift, is not a signature of
individual coherent eddies, as the timescale for advection
through the domain (roughly a month for a zonal mean
velocity of 20 cm s−1) is vastly different from the timescale
of the jet evolution.
[28] The region experiences periods with one or two
coherent jets with a characteristic spacing of 350 km. As the
jets shift northward, new jets tend to form near 54°S. The
dashed lines in Figure 5a are linear fits to temperature gradient maxima. Although the velocity drift is coherent and
tied to temperature fronts, the jet core is not tied to a particular isotherm (see further discussion in section 5). Thus,
labeling these features as a single front is dependent on jet
definition. Still, identifying this drift is useful in highlighting eddy‐mean flow interactions in the region. For instance,
a simple time and zonal average of the zonal velocities in
this domain (Figure 5b, blue curve) shows only weak evidence of jet structure. A time and zonal average centered
along the dashed lines (Figure 5b, black curve) reveals a
clear, nearly‐symmetric jet velocity profile.
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Figure 6. Time‐latitude plot of the zonally averaged divergence of the eddy vorticity flux, −ru′′,
(8) (× 10−12 s−2) at a depth of 250 m for the region labeled box A in Figure 3. The contours indicate the
zonal component of the mean velocity. Contours are every 0.05 m s−1 between 0.1 and 0.5.
[29] The jets in Figure 5a dissipate abruptly north of 49°S
near the base of the ridge’s northern slope. While the
northern (southern) slope nominally enhances (weakens) the
background PV gradient, the steepness of the slope means
that the topographic contribution to the mean PV gradient is
an order of magnitude greater than the planetary PV gradient. Furthermore the Southern Ocean’s strong isopycnal tilt
provides a strong source of instability nearly uniformly in
the core the ACC. Thus the direction of jet drift is likely to
be less predictable than in the QG model, where formation
preferentially occurs in strong PV gradient regions and drifts
into regions of weaker PV gradient. The jets drift at a nearly
uniform rate, outside of turbulent fluctuations and meanders,
which is consistent with a spatially varying PV gradient that
is imposed by topography (i.e. fixed in time). Jets over flat
bottomed regions (e.g. eastern Pacific sector) experience
more variability, and uniform drift is not observed.
[30] Figure 5c shows the time evolution of the zonally‐
averaged value R (7) at 250 m depth; the time series has
been smoothed using a two‐month running mean. Regions
where R > 0 are consistent with a transfer of EKE to MKE.
Figure 5c shows that this occurs near the jet cores (dotted
lines). The concentration of R in the jet core is consistent
with self‐sharpening of the jet structure due to up‐gradient
momentum fluxes [Dritschel and McIntyre, 2008]. Figure 5d
indicates that a simple time and zonal average of R (red
curve) obscures much of the structure apparent in the time
series. The black curve, on the other hand, results from a time
average centered along the dotted curves in Figure 5c, and
reveals the jet structure more clearly. There is evidence of
asymmetry in this profile with positive values of R extending over a larger range of latitude north of the jet core
(centered at 51°S). This pattern is consistent with the mean
flow being energized preferentially to the north, and is
similar to the pattern of energy transfer in the QG simulations
with drifting jets. (Note that Thompson [2010] plotted the
quantity R* ≡ uy(u′v′), whereas in the zonally‐symmetric
case R (7) reduces to −u(u′v′)y. In the former case jet drift
tends toward latitudes where R* < 0, while in the latter case
drift tends toward latitudes where R > 0.)
[31] A striking feature of Figure 5c is that despite temporal smoothing, energy transfer between eddy and mean
components occurs in bursts localized in both time and

space. Thus the forcing of the jet arises as a series of steps
that displace the jet northward through the domain. These
punctuated shifts in position, as opposed to a smooth drift,
are due to low frequency variations in EKE: strong eddies
are efficient at mixing the fluid and accelerating the mean
flow. These features are, to a certain extent, tied to topographic features. For example, strong Reynolds stress correlations occur during times of jet formation near 54°S at the
base of the ridge.
[32] Figure 6 shows the temporally evolving behavior of
the divergence of the eddy vorticity flux Z (8) with an
additional zonal average over box A. Williams et al. [2007]
analyzed this quantity using time averaged surface properties of the ACC and found an intricate pattern of dipoles and
tripoles. Dipoles with positive forcing to the north and
negative forcing to the south correspond to eastward acceleration of the mean flow by eddies, while westward acceleration is consistent with the reversed configuration.
Williams et al. [2007] also suggest that tripoles correspond
to a transfer of momentum from the core to the flanks of the
jets. Figure 6 again emphasizes that the location of eddy
forcing shifts slowly through the domain over the eight year
period, indicating that a suitable time average provides a
clearer picture of eddy‐mean flow interactions. The eddy
forcing here is also comprised of dipoles and tripoles with
dipoles corresponding to eastward acceleration occurring
predominantly in the southern portion of the domain where
the jets are initiated. A number of tripolar patterns are also
apparent along the jet cores; these structures provide a
mechanism for transferring zonal momentum meridionally
across the domain. Figure 6 also shows that eddy forcing of
the mean flow occurs through discrete events as discussed
above.
[33] Figure 7 shows three latitude‐depth plots where the
zonal component of the mean flow (contours) is plotted
along with an eddy forcing term (color). In Figure 7a the
zonal mean of Z (divergence of the eddy vorticity flux) is
plotted along with the zonal mean flow at a time when the
jets undergo an equatorward drift (dotted line in early 1990
in Figure 5a). The values are averaged over the zonal extent
of box A. In both jets Z is negative in the jet core and
positive on the flanks, which is consistent with an eastward
acceleration on the northern flank and a westward acceler-
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of the zonally averaged zonal component of mean velocity (contours) and
(a, c) the zonal average of Z (color, units of × 10−12 s−2) (8) and (b) the zonally averaged zonal
component of the eddy momentum forcing Nx ≈ −(u′v′)y (color, units of × 10−7 m s−2) (5). The values
are averaged zonally across box A (Figure 3) and over a period of three months centered at the time
corresponding to the dotted curve in Figure 5a (Figures 7a and 7b) and over the two year period 1990
to 1991 (Figure 7c). Contour intervals are 0.05 m s−1 in Figures 7a and 7b and 0.02 m s−1 in Figure 7c.
ation on the southern flank, which would displace the mean
flow to the north. The pattern of Reynolds stresses (the color
shows the zonal average of Nx, which has the same structure
and magnitude as ≈ −(u′v′)y in this region) in Figure 7b is
also consistent with this northward shift, since Nx is positive
on the northern flank and negative on the southern flank
(note Nx may include a rotational component, which is
absent in Figure 7a). Although this behavior is for a single
time, the structure is consistent with periods of drift over a
longer time series (not shown). During periods when the jet
is stationary, there is less correlation between the jet location
and the structure of the eddy forcing. Figure 7 also shows
that the zonal component of the mean flow extends nearly to
the bottom, whereas the Reynolds stress terms are largely
confined to the upper 1000 m. This feature is in agreement
with the results in QG models, where upper layer Reynolds
stresses are solely responsible for jet forcing, even when the
jets have a strong barotropic component [Thompson and
Young, 2007]. Figure 7c presents u and Z temporally
averaged over a two year period. The zonal component of
the mean flow is smoothed considerably due to the jet drift
and there is no evident pattern in the eddy forcing. The small
magnitude of Z near 49°S is consistent with the dissipation
of the coherent zonal jets seen in Figure 5a.
4.2. Box B
[34] Box B (180°W to 170°W and 55°S to 48°S) is found to
the east of the Campbell Plateau. The steep ridge of the
Plateau’s southern boundary, found upstream of box B, is
responsible for generating a strong topographically‐steered
boundary current (Figure 2b). As the steered current moves
northward it deflects to the east around 51°S into a region of
flat bathymetry. This produces a strong, steady eastward jet
occurring at 50.5°S. This jet then retroflects, which allows a
westward jet to develop to the south. A second weaker eastward jet appears between 53°S and 54°S (Figures 8a and 8b).

[35] Energy exchange in this region is dominated by a
conversion from EKE to MKE near the northern jet core.
The strong current emitted from the Campbell Plateau
generates substantial EKE (Figure 2c), which is efficiently
converted into a strong zonal mean flow. Again, there is a
slight asymmetry in the zonally‐averaged profile of R,
although the potential for drift is limited by the shallow
topography to the north and the topographic constraint on
the upstream position of the jet. Within the retrograde jet, R
takes negative values, although the time average is dominated by a period of high EKE in 1994.
[36] Again, in this region the Reynolds stresses are surface
intensified, but the vertical structure is equivalent barotropic. Figure 9 shows zonally and temporally‐averaged R
at three different levels. The strength of the mean flow
forcing decays by more than an order of magnitude below
1000 m. Still, the depth averaged profile (Figure 9d) retains
most of the structure of the upper layer dynamics. Thus box
B presents an example of a jet that is localized by topography, but further downstream is sustained by eddy‐mean
flow interactions. It is interesting, then, to consider how the
jet evolves further downstream (box C), where its position is
no longer strongly influenced by topography.
4.3. Box C
[37] Figure 10a shows a time series of zonal mean kinetic
energy ZMKE (red) and EKE (blue) averaged over the
latitudes 45°S to 65°S at 160°W and at a depth of 250 m.
The temporal variability has a low frequency component not
associated with individual eddies. Furthermore, there is little
evidence of a seasonal cycle since peaks in energy are not
correlated with particular times of year. Figure 10a shows
that in this region a number of ZMKE peaks are preceded by
peaks in EKE. These events are indicated by the grey bars in
Figure 10a and the dotted lines in Figure 10b. Figure 10b
shows the time evolution of the zonal component of the
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Figure 8. As in Figure 5, but for the domain indicated by box B (Figure 3): 180°W to 170°W and 55°S
to 48°S.
mean velocity at 160°W. Jet behavior in this region, similar
to many parts of the ACC, is characterized by a persistent
eastward flow, although the magnitude and position of
narrow coherent jets are time dependent. Four to five narrow
jets can be found between 65°S and 50°S at all times. The

southern jets are generally weaker, but more persistent than
their northern counterparts.
[38] The correlated peaks in EKE and ZMKE in Figure 10a
can, in each of the three cases indicated by the gray bars, be
linked to the appearance of strong, but transient, zonal jets

Figure 9. Time and zonal mean profile of R at (a) 250 m, (b) 1500 m and (c) 2500 m. (d) The depth
averaged profile.
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Figure 10. (a) Time series of zonal mean kinetic energy (ZMKE, red) and eddy kinetic energy (EKE,
blue), as defined in section 3, averaged between 45°S and 65°S along 160°W. The bold curves show a
further smoothing by taking a 60 day running mean in order to highlight the low frequency variability.
The shaded bars indicate three times where peaks in EKE precede peaks in ZMKE. (b) Time‐latitude plot
of the zonal mean velocity along 160°W. The contours are every 0.1 m s−1. The dotted lines indicate the
extent of the shaded regions in Figure 10a. (c) Expanded view of the boxed region in Figure 10b. The
arrows indicate eddy velocities, while the colors indicate the zonal mean velocity. The red arrows indicate
0.5 m s−1 velocities.
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Figure 11. As in Figure 5, but for the domain indicated by box C (Figure 3): 165°W to 160°W and 60°S
to 48°S.
between 53°S and 55°S. These occurrences are also notable
because of the generation of a strong, but transient westward
flow, indicative of divergence of eastward momentum outside
of the jet cores [Vallis, 2006]. The appearance of these jets is
typically preceded by a period of weak zonal flow near the
formation region (especially in late 1991 and early 1993). An
expanded view of the event in 1993 (Figure 10c) reveals that
initiation of the strong zonal velocities (colors) is associated
with a sharp enhancement of the eddy velocities (arrows).
This burst of EKE is short‐lived, lasting about two months,
however jets that form as a result of this enhanced EKE persist
for nearly a year. This rapid shift between states with high
EKE and high ZMKE is reminiscent of the oscillating jet
behavior described in section 2.2.
[39] It is reasonable to question whether the view taken
along a single line of longitude, as in Figure 10, which
offers a clearer dynamical interpretation, is representative of
zonally‐averaged properties in this region. Figure 11 shows
time‐latitude plots of zonally‐averaged zonal component of
the mean velocity (Figure 11a) and R over the longitude
range 165°W to 160°W at 250 m depth (Figure 11c); their
accompanying time averages appear in Figures 11b and 11d.
Strong meandering of the flow in this region reduces the
coherence of the zonal velocities, but the appearance of
alternating eastward and westward flows in early 1992, late
1993 and mid 1995 are indicative of the jet formation events
in Figure 10b. The time series of R in Figure 11c is dominated by three instances where R takes large positive
values between 54°S and 52°S, indicating a transfer from
EKE to MKE and the formation of strong zonal flows. All of
the events occur at the onset of jet formation as described in
Figure 10 (dotted lines).

4.4. Box D
[40] Box D (148°W to 133°W and 62°S to 50°S) presents
another unique topographic regime due to the influence of
the steep meridional Pacific‐Antarctic Ridge (Figure 2a).
Figure 12 shows the zonally averaged zonal component
of the mean velocity (Figure 12, left) and R at 250 m
depth with their accompanying time averages (profiles)
(Figure 12, right). Box D is split into three sub‐regions to
focus on the transition in dynamics along the path of the
ACC as it passes over the ridge.
[41] The flow in the first domain (box Di) is dominated
by the ridge, which induces a strong steering of the mean
flow (Figure 2b). A persistent zonal component to the flow
is found at 56°S, although a clear poleward translation of
coherent eddies is apparent between 54°S and 56°S.
Figure 12b shows that this region north of 56°S is associated
with R < 0, which would be consistent with the generation of
EKE through baroclinic instability. On the southern flank of
the jet there is a conversion to MKE. With respect to
dynamics in the QG model, the asymmetry in the profile of
R would suggest a southward drift. Here, though, the jet
remains tied to the ridge’s northern flank due to the steepness
of the feature (cf. box A and box Di in Figure 3). Similar to
box A, the positive Reynolds stresses are localized by
topography on the northern slope of the ridge.
[42] In the second domain (box Dii), the dynamics of the
eddy forcing have changed. The jet core remains at the same
latitude, but the topography is now dominated by a sharp
valley with a much shorter length scale than the broad ridge
encountered in the first domain. As the width of the valley
(≈20 km) is roughly the same size as the deformation radius,
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Figure 12. As in Figure 5, but for three subdomains in box D (Figure 3): (a,b) 148°W to 143°W,
(c,d) 143°W to 138°W and (e,f ) 138°W to 133°W. All domains span 62°S to 50°S in latitude.

it does not contribute strongly to the PV gradient felt by the
jets (i.e. the topographic scale is smaller than the Rhines
scale, ≈100 km). This leads to a transition to a regime where
the jet forcing looks most similar to zonally‐symmetric
flows. The zonally‐averaged profile of R (Figure 12d) is
weakly negative at the jet core, consistent with a transfer of
energy from mean flow to EKE related to baroclinic instability, and roughly symmetric forcing of the zonal component of the mean flow on the flanks of the jet. This generates
a persistent jet in this region (Figure 12c). Further downstream (box Diii) topography becomes important once more
as a steep slope at 53.5°S constrains the position of a
northern jet (Figure 12e). The displacement of this jet
northward allows a second weaker jet to form near 60°S. In
this final region the mean flow is topographically constrained, but does not have systematic enhancement or dissipation due to Reynolds stresses (Figure 12f).

5. Implications for Mixing
[43] Interest in jets derives from their ability to act as
barriers to cross‐jet transport [Rhines, 1994; Dritschel and
McIntyre, 2008]. In this context jets typically act as
boundaries between two relatively well‐mixed regions, such
that jet cores tend to be correlated with strong gradients in
water mass properties. The relationship between velocity
jets, as detected by sea surface height (SSH) gradients for
instance, and subsurface water mass distributions is an area
of active research. A thorough study by Langlais et al.

[2011] indicates that while jets can be accurately tracked
using either SSH gradients or meridional temperature gradients, the positions of the jets in SSH space using the two
methods are only weakly correlated. Figure 13 shows the
relationship between the migrating jets in box A and the
temperature distribution at the same depth.
[44] Figure 13a shows a time series of the zonally‐
averaged, meridional temperature gradient T y over box A
(cf. Figure 5). The temperature gradient also undergoes a
similar northward drift showing that the velocity jets are
indeed tied to temperature fronts. Figure 13b shows the
corresponding time series of zonally‐averaged temperature.
Regions where T y > 0.01°C/km are highlighted by the white
contours. Inter‐annual variations in the position of temperature contours are apparent, indicating that the jets are not
moving through a fixed water mass structure. In Figure 13c
we show a smoothed version of the temperature gradient
time series from Figure 13a. An automated procedure picks
out the local maxima in regions where the temperature gradient is continuously greater than 0.01°C/km over a distance
of approximately 70 km; the locations of these temperature
gradient maxima are indicated by dots. Using these positions, the temperature at the core of each jet is tracked in
Figure 13d. While the jets are not moving through a fixed
water mass structure, neither are the temperature contours
following the jets through a full five degrees of latitude.
Instead, the southernmost jets form following periods when
northward jet drift allows a uniform water mass to develop
with a large meridional extent. This leads to alternating
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Figure 13. (a) Time‐latitude plot of zonally averaged meridional temperature gradient (T y in °C/km) in
the region corresponding to box A (Figure 5). (b) Time‐latitude plot of zonally averaged temperature (°C).
The white contour indicates regions where T y > 0.01. (c) Time series of T y using a running mean over a
period Tcut = 90 days. The dots indicate positions of local maxima and the dashed lines are linear best fits to
these points. Color are used to distinguish different drift events, but not necessarily a single jet. (d) Time
series of temperature at the corresponding colored points in Figure 13c.

periods of single and multiple fronts and during the transition between these regimes, rapid shifts in temperature
structure are apparent, e.g. late 1992/early 1993.
[45] Analysis of PV distributions in the Southern Ocean
indicates that the efficiency of jets as barriers to transport
varies spatially [Thompson et al., 2010]. Marshall et al.
[1993] and Sparling [2000] have shown that transport barriers can be diagnosed from histograms or probability density functions of materially conserved quantities. Crucially,
histograms remove complications arising from spatial and
temporal variations in the mean flow. Assuming a transport
barrier separates two distinct water masses (or regions of
PV), barriers appear as minima in the histograms of PV
(number of grid points) separating maxima associated with
the distinct water masses.
[46] Histograms also support the transition in dynamics
between boxes B and C inferred from the Reynolds stress
analysis. Figure 14 shows a time series of PV along the
isopycnal s 2 = 36.75, at the longitudes 176°W (Figure 14a),
170°W (Figure 14b), and 160°W (Figure 14c). In the
western part of box B (Figure 14a), PV remains well mixed
since the current ejected from the slope of the Campbell
Plateau is a strong source of eddies, whose relative vorticity
make a strong contribution to the PV. As the flow moves
downstream, Reynolds stresses act to transfer this high EKE
into the zonal flow and regions of distinct homogenized PV
develop. At 170°E (Figure 14b) there is still a broad peak in
PV spanning the range q = 5 − 7 × 10−11 [ms]−1. Further
downstream (Figure 14c) the eddy activity is weaker and the
PV distribution is more peaked, with sharper gradients

between the homogenized regions. The red curves, indicating the mean latitude of the PV values over the time
series, also become more step‐like as the flow progresses
downstream, although there is considerably smoothing
compared to the histograms. This transition has similarities
to the cycle described in section 2.2, however here the cycle
occurs along the path of the ACC, rather than locally over
time.
[47] Finally, jet formation and dissipation cycles may also
impact PV structure over time in local regions of the ACC.
Figure 15 shows the time evolution of a histogram of PV on
the s2 = 36.75 potential density surface corresponding to
box C. Here color represents the number of grid points with a
certain PV value over the region 60°S to 45°S and 159°W to
161°W; this narrow longitude range (∼60 km, still many
times the first baroclinic deformation radius) is chosen for
comparison with Figure 10. Two different states are apparent. At times the histogram is double‐peaked, as during most
of 1994 and 1997. At other times, though, the PV distribution
has a single large peak such as in late 1991 and 1993. The
transition from a double peak to a single peak in PV implies
that a strong mixing event has occurred, likely associated
with enhanced EKE levels. The white arrows in Figure 15
correspond to the gray bars in Figure 10, which highlight
periods of enhanced EKE. Following these mixing periods
the double‐peaked PV structure is re‐established, due to the
emergence of strong zonal flows. This behavior is not related
to an obvious seasonal signal as the three instances of the
cycle (arrows) occur at different times during the year.
However, this behavior may correlate with other modes of
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Figure 14. (left) Time‐latitude plot of potential vorticity (× 10−11 [ms]−1) on the s2 = 36.75 kg m−3 isopycnal at (a) 176°E, (b) 170°E and (c) 160°E. (right) Histograms of the PV values found on the left. The
red curves indicate the mean latitudes of PV over the time series on the left.

Figure 15. Time evolution of histograms of potential vorticity on the s2 = 36.75 kg m−3 isopycnal
values between 60°S and 50°S and 159°W and 160°W. The color gives the number of grid points that
fall within a PV bin; the PV discretization is 2.6 × 10−13 [ms]−1. The three white arrows correspond to
the positions of the gray bars in Figure 10a.
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Southern Ocean or global variability, and would be an
interesting topic to pursue.

6. Summary and Discussion
[48] This study has considered the low frequency variability of the ACC’s fine‐scale jets in an eddy‐resolving
ocean GCM. The study has revealed the richness in jet
characteristics and dynamics. Three behaviors have been
identified and analyzed: (i) drift in the meridional position of
jet cores, (ii) the downstream evolution of jets and their
efficiency as transport barriers following interaction with
topography and (iii) intermittent formation and dissipation
of transient jets. The jet behavior and dynamics exhibit
many similarities to those seen in QG models [Hogg and
Blundell, 2006; Thompson, 2010].
[49] Topography plays a key role in the distribution of
EKE in the Southern Ocean [Aiki and Richards, 2008, and
references therein]. Regions of high EKE in the ACC are
generally sites of jet generation and in regions where EKE
fluctuates significantly, jets preferentially form at times
when EKE levels are high. Mean flows generated during
these strong mixing states tend to persist over timescales
that are longer than the period of the energy peak itself.
Similarly, jets persist downstream of high EKE regions.
Topography also helps determine the spatial structure of the
Reynolds stresses. Although these realistic, primitive equation flows do not generate Reynolds stresses that are as
regular as seen in QG models [Thompson, 2010], asymmetric forcing of the jet cores still gives rise to jet drift and
jets tend to form or dissipate near transitions in the topographic slope. We note that mechanisms for migrating jets
have also been observed in cases without topography, for
example, Chan et al. [2007] describe a primitive equation,
zonally symmetric channel that generates drifting jets due to
a residual circulation that sets up an asymmetry in the baroclinicity about the jet core. Interestingly, the drift seen in
box A has a similar sense to this study and indeed, with
surface‐intensified Reynolds stresses, the sense of the horizontal momentum flux shown in Figure 1 will move the
baroclinic zone equatorward. Still, the tight adherence of the
drift to the region spanned by the ridge suggests that interaction with topography is a dominant factor.
[50] The regions analyzed in this study indicate that jet
characteristics vary significantly along the path of the ACC.
Topographic localization can produce strong, persistent jets,
whereas outside of these regions, it can be more difficult to
attribute a unique signature to a jet. A specific case is the
drifting jet in box A. Although there is evidence that jets are
tied to specific sea surface height contours [Sokolov and
Rintoul, 2007], a time‐averaged view of this jet is unlikely
to capture the dynamical transitions when, for instance, the
temperature contours in Figure 13b rapidly shift to a more
southern position. Thus although jets are observed everywhere within the ACC, care must be taken in the local
application of global jet or front definitions. This study
represents a step toward building a library of key dynamics
that impact mixing and transport in the Southern Ocean,
but work remains to be done in incorporating these physical processes into global theories of the Southern Ocean
circulation.
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[51] Section 5 suggests that these regional dynamics will
indeed impact large‐scale Southern Ocean properties since
variability in transport properties, as suggested by the PV
distributions, have implications for water mass modification.
Recently Naveira‐Garabato et al. [2011] have shown that
Southern Ocean jets may act as either barriers to transport or
be “leaky.” Leaky jets are typically found near topographic
features. The regions analyzed here indicate two instances in
which jets may be leaky. The first is the situation where jets
are largely induced by topography, and give rise to significant eddy generation. In this case the jet is not sustained by
the eddy‐mean flow interactions associated with idealized
balanced models, although this scenario may become
important downstream of the topographic feature (e.g. box B
and box D). Here the topographically induced background
mean flow may not be sufficient to limit transport across the
jet path in the presence of strong meandering or eddies
(Figure 14a). The second scenario involves the cyclic formation and dissipation of a jet that is preceded and followed
by periods of intense mixing. Observations of mixing and
mean flow strength that involve temporal averages may
predict both strong mixing and strong zonal flows although
both features are intermittent. This behavior is a difficult but
important feature that needs to be parameterized in general
circulation models unable to explicitly resolve eddies.
[52] In the work of Thompson [2010], unsteady jet
behavior associated with bursts in mixing, were generated
by topographic steering and modification of baroclinic
instability characteristics. It is likely that there are a range of
mechanisms that may modulate EKE levels in the real
ACC, including non‐local exchanges between mean and
eddy energies. Indeed, Venaille et al. [2011] suggest that
coherent eddies that form in unstable regions may be
advected by the mean flow and impact flow characteristics
further downstream. Accurately capturing these dynamics
will be essential for predictions of the global circulation and
climate. In particular, accounting for the spatial and temporal
variation of tracer mixing caused by the multifaceted
behavior of the jets poses a challenging task.
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